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Clinical Document Viewer Tip Sheet 
Used to void documents or fix errors in scanned documents 

This Tip Sheet may change as our trainings and systems are updated. Please visit our website 
https://dhs.saccounty.gov/BHS/Avatar/Pages/Avatar.aspx for the most updated version. If any 
additional help is needed you can contact us at Avatar@saccounty.net.  

 

1. Open Clinical Document Viewer 
2. Select Type- Should be set to Client 
3. Select All or Individual Client- Choose Individual 
4. Select Client- Enter client Avatar ID or client’s name (last name, first name) 
5. Episode- Choose the episode that the document was scanned into, you can also choose 

non-episodic.  
6. The above fields are the only fields you will need to enter data into. Click on Process at 

the bottom of the form.  
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7. A list of all documents scanned in that client’s chart under the episode you chose will 
appear.  Click on the document that needs to be corrected.  

 

8. This will allow you to view the document to confirm you have the correct document. If the 
document is correct, click on the Void button on the bottom of the form.  
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9. You have the option to void the document or correct the document. To void the document you 
will choose the Void option, to make corrections to the document click Void & Copy. 

 
 

 

10. If the document needs to be voided choose the Void option, enter your Void Reason, and 
comments on why the document needs to be voided. Click on Void on the bottom of the form.  

11. If the document needs to be corrected choose the Void & Copy option, enter your Void Reason, 
and comments on why the document needs to be voided. You are able to make the below 
corrections:  

a. Move the document to another client’s chart by entering in the correct client under 
Select Client. 

b. Change the document date. Enter the correct date in the Date field. 
c. Move the document to a different episode. Select the correct episode in the Select 

Episode drop-down. This can also be used to move non-episodic documents to their 
correct episode.  

d. Form Type drop-down will allow you to move a document into a different folder.  
12. Multiple corrections can be made at once. Click on the Void button on the bottom once 

completed.  
13. A document can only be voided or corrected once. If a document that has already been 

corrected needs to be voided you will have to contact the Avatar Team.  
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